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MATHEMATICS 
NOTE ON A PAPER OF DE GROOT 
BY 
A. HULANICKI 
(Communicated by Prof. J. PoPKEN at the meeting of September 28, 1957) 
In his paper [2] DE GROOT has constructed an (effective) example of 
a family of cardinal 2211• consisting of abelian, indecomposable groups 
such that no element of the family can be mapped homomorphically in 
(or on) any other element of the family. 
In this note we shall show, that from the existence of such a family 
an exan;lple of an indecomposable abelian group G of cardinal 2211• can 
easily (and effectively) be obtained. 
The, method ()f construction of the group G is the same as the one used 
by BoGNAR [l] in order to obtain an example of an indecomposable 
group of cardinal 211•. 
Recently S~siada [3] used Bognar's method giving aninde composable 
group of power 2~. His construction is based on rather difficult (non-
effective) results of Los. 
Construction of the group G: 
Let {G ,,} .. e.o with Q = 2~· be the family of De Groot's groups described 
above. Let u.s take the group H = 2 G,. and let g,. be an element non-
.. eo 
divisible by 2 in G,. (it is evident in [2] that all G,. can be non-divisible 
by 2, and that hence there exists (effectively) an element g,.). Let us 
take the group G= [2H, g,.+gp] ... peD generated by 2H and g,.+gp, where 
from each group G"' only one· element g,. is taken and (tX, {))runs over the 
whole of Q x Q. It is evident that G = 2211•. We are going to prove that 
G is indecomposable. 
It is easy to verify that g"' ¢G. Let now G=G<ll EB G<2>. The projection 
pri (2G"') of the group 2G,. on the group G<i> is contained in 2G"'. In the other 
case pri and the projection on the group 2Gp in 2 2G"' should give a 
.. 
non-trivial homomorphism of the group 2G,. in the group 2Gp. Hence 
2G,.=pr1(2G,.) EB pr2(2G,.), then say, pr2(2G,.)=0, that is 2G"' C G(l). 
Suppose that for any {) 2Gp C G<2>. Then pr1(2g,.+2gp)=2g,.. But 
pr1(g .. +gp) EG and 2pr1(g .. +gp)=pr1(2g"'+2gp)=2g"', hence pr1(g"'+gp)= 
=g"' EG, which is impossible. We have thus 2 2G"' CG<1>. Since G(l) is 
e<ED 
pure, G C G<1>, which finishes the proof of indecomposability of G. 
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